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Abstract
W. C. Bryant’s poem Thanatopsis was a poem meant to be comforting and to think of death
as a happy dream-filled sleep. Robert Browning’s Prospice gave us two indications that
there was honour in life, both of which came from relationship to others and to persist in
the face of death so one could "fare like his peers" which carried a positive tone of
friendship. In the poem “Thanatopsis" the narrator started by talking about nature's ability
to make us feel better. The speaker tells us that nature could make pain less painful. It could
even lighten our dark thoughts about death. He tells us that, when we begin to worry about
death, we should go outside and listen to the voice of nature. That voice reminds us that we
would indeed vanish when we die and mix back into the earth. The voice of nature also tells
us that when we die, we won’t be alone. Every person who had ever lived on this ground
and everyone who is alive will be soon dead and in the ground too. In Prospice the speaker
is the poet himself and says that he would not falter before death even though its imminence
perverted the journey of life, but instead would march forward heroically and face it headon. The speaker considers himself a "fighter" and refuses to consider taking a coward's
route to death and approaching it with anything less than full confidence. Both the poems
are a kind of consolation portraying that death was inevitable for mortals and one had to
prepare for death.
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Introduction: The poem, “Thanatopsis,” by William Cullen Bryant, was a wonderful
literary work which explored the controversial questions of death. The narrator tried to
create images which connect sleep and death throughout the poem. In fact the connection
between death and sleep created a metaphor which added depth and meaning to the poem.
While examining the differences and similarities of death and sleep the reader was left with
thought provoking questions and the answers to these questions reassured some readers
while confused others. Sleep was a time of rest. It allowed preparation for the next day or
event, and by relating this definition to death the narrator gave a new insight on one‟s fate
after earthly existence. People generally wake from sleep, and Bryant expanded this
occurrence to death. Death could simply been a time of rest that retired the bodies‟ of
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earthly beings, and allowed the soul to wake. Upon waking the soul was freed, and entered
a new plane of existence. I somehow felt that the narrator actually indicated his belief in
afterlife. Bryant did not earn a living exclusively from writing poetry. Influential in civic
and political affairs, he was a lawyer and, for more than fifty years, editor of the New York
Evening Post. A busy manlike him could produce a poem judged to be of such high quality
was in itself an outstanding achievement. The doctrine that the poem taught was that death
meant a total loss of human evidence. Surrendering up, the individual being, would now
mix forever with the elements in the ground. Some critics had criticized this part of the
poem and speculated that Bryant had not written a Christian poem in which a faith in
immortality and a hope of being eternally with God in heaven provided ultimate
consolation. Robert Browning‟s poem „Prospice‟ was a dramatic monologue written about a
man‟s thoughts on his impending death. He expressed his optimistic outlook on death and
afterlife. A dramatic monologue is a poem with a speaker who is clearly separate from the
poet, who speaks to an audience that is clearly present in the scene. This implied audience
was what distinguished the dramatic monologue. Robert Browning‟s wife passed away and
with her death, Browning‟s life was once again forever altered. Even though his career
escalated during the period after her death, it also led to intense emotional poems that
questioned and sometimes exemplified death. The same year that Elizabeth died, Browning
wrote “Prospice,” a poem that discussed his fearlessness towards death. Beginning with the
simple question, Fear death? Browning goes on to discuss the inevitable end to life. He
stated that all men must face it and that a reward stands on the other side. He felt as though
death came once everything one had wanted from life had been realized. With this
understanding everyone must face death, he anticipated it, wanted to face it like a “fighter.”
He wrote with eagerness about his desire to fight, he wanted to be like the old heroes and
face death like the final adventure that it was. However, he wishes to be reunited with his
wife. Calling her the “soul of my soul” Browning envisioned the moment when he could
once again hold her.
Literature review: The concept of death is one that is both intriguing and terrifying. Sure,
everyone had their own theories about what would occur when one‟s life came to a
screeching halt. Due to lack of evidence for an afterlife or anything for that matter, Death
was still one of the scariest problems human beings had to encounter. This horror was
destroyed in the poem Thanatopsis by William Cullen Bryant, who described death in a
realistic but optimistic point of view. His usage of imagery and a thematic progression gave
the poem depth and realism, attributed that described his thoughts accurately to his
audience. The poem was an analysis of the process of aging and the impact of thoughts of
death on humans. Death was a very difficult concept to grasp. Indeed, the author had gone
as far as to describe it as “sad images of the stern agony”. However, the author made use of
a thematic progression throughout the poem, and this melancholy tone quickly shifted to
joy. The overall theme explained that death was an unavoidable fact of life, and one should
not waste time contemplating the sadness of non-existence. Browning in new way tried to
glorify or epitomize death rather, he described a somewhat rigorous and painful death for all
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that it was, and claimed that he wished that the death that took the heroes of old might take
him a way as well, no more no less, the poem suggested that our protagonist had achieved
all he could in his earthly life, and not necessarily inviting death, but rather assuring the
reader that when it came, he wished to meet it head on, this courageous idealism perhaps
reflected Browning‟s state of mind at the time, rather it was very different from other poems
of his such as porphyrias lover and my last duchess, there is a certain positive and eager
tone to the ordeal, unseen in his other texts, again however this may stem from the events
that had influenced him. Browning‟s philosophy of life was always one of courage, of
making the adventurous attempt in face of difficulty. The Arch Fear (Death) did not terrify
him. The poem expressed his undaunted spirit in the face of death and his firm belief in the
eventual reunion with his beloved wife. As he had faced the joyous contest of living, now
he would meet the final struggle – confidently, with the assurance of personal struggle.
Prospice‟ means to „look ahead‟ in Latin – a positive take on death and its rewards. The
poem was written following Elizabeth‟s death. The poem was a powerful portrait of a
wife‟s death and a husband who was „looking forward‟ to death when he would see her
again.
Theory: Transcendentalism- This title is put together from two Greek words: "thanatos"
(which meant "death") and "opsis" (meant "view," or "sight" – that‟s where we got the
English word "optic"). When we put it together, Thanatopsis meant literally "a view of
death". In any case, this title definitely tells us what this poem was all about: death. William
Cullen Bryant was best known for writing calm, thoughtful poems about the natural world.
He experimented with a bunch of different kinds of forms and meters, but he showed a
pretty consistent interest in streams, flowers, birds, and all that stuff. Bryant also often used
these poems about nature to explore philosophical and spiritual themes. Some of his most
famous poems, like "To a Waterfowl" and "To the Fringed Gentian," talked about the same
kind of positive spiritual feelings that we see at the end of "Thanatopsis." He stayed away
from talking about religion directly, but he did hint that there was something in the universe
that was looking out for us. Bryant ultimately concluded in "Thanatopsis" that regardless of
whether one was religious or not, death was inevitable and should be embraced as such. The
narrator of the poem concluded that it ultimately did not matter what beliefs or morals man
chose to embody while he was living because, ultimately, the only thing of which anyone
could be sure was death. So everyone should live the life that best helped prepare them for
death. While examining the differences and similarities of death and sleep the reader was
left with some very thought provoking questions. The answers to these questions reassured
some readers while confused others. Sleep was a time of rest. It allowed preparation for the
next day or event, and by relating this definition to death Bryant gave new insight on one‟s
fate after earthly existence. When identifying sleep with death Bryant gave death many
characteristics of slumber. People generally woke from sleep, and Bryant expanded this
occurrence to death. Death could simply be a time of rest that retired the bodies‟ of earthly
beings, and allowed the soul to wake. Bryant wrote, “Take the wings of morning, and pierce
the Barcan wilderness.” To me, the wings in this statement symbolized a spiritual, angelic
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being, and the morning suggested a time of waking. After waking, the angelic being broke
through the confinement of the human grave, and continued its existence elsewhere. In my
opinion these lines indicate Bryant‟s belief in an afterlife. Bryant was sometimes called the
“American Wordsworth” because, like the British Romantic poet William Wordsworth, he
excelled in creating effective descriptions of nature. William Cullen Bryant's Thanatopsis
was a poem meaning "a vision of death". Bryant referred not only to death but the trappings
of a funeral in the poem. Unlike other death poems, Bryant did not refer to death as a person
but personified Nature in a feminine form. She "has a voice of gladness" and "eloquence of
beauty", but she glided into his "darker musings". The first death vision was here. The
musings were tied with the "last bitter hour," to form the vision of death. Additional
references pointed to the physical appointment of death. The "narrow house" was a
reference to a coffin and the grave was shown by the "sun shall see no more." Bryant
continued to state the world would continue without the departed. The "gay will laugh",
and the "brood...plod on." However, he also noted they would join the departed in death as
well. This is a reminder no one escaped death. As the poem concluded, Bryant was
assuring the reader that the vision of death should not be feared but it should be "sustained
and soothed" because the world would continue and would also go to death. As an
American poet, "Thanatopsis" is reminiscent of the British Romantic poems in both form
and theme. The opening of the poem is like Wordsworth, with an elaborate and profound
appeal to nature and a sense of the natural world being the seat of all understanding. The
themes of death, the democracy element of mortality, and the idea of embracing the notion
of dying as part of a larger cycle of life that envelops all living things are very Romantic in
nature. For a poem written in the early nineteenth century, in which Christian belief was the
norm in the United States, this was an unusual elegy in the sense that it offered none of the
traditional consolations to humans faced with their own certain mortality. Thanatopsis was
a truly remarkable work. The lush imagery and deep personal commentary allowed the
poem to speak to the reader. By exploiting death and the fear of it, Bryant was able to
construct something that was both refreshing and realistic. The darkness of death, when
contrasted with the bright joys of life, seemed insignificant and nonexistent. A lifetime of
happiness would create a satisfying end.
The poem Prospice by Robert Browning had an exciting tone throughout; the title even
meant “Look forward.”Browning jumped wholeheartedly into his desire to meet death headon and each line brought him closer to a resolution, a climactic end to an analysis of the
inevitable finale. Browning integrated much of his faith and values into his poetry. He
believed that death should be considered as a final battle, fought until the finish. The poem
was characteristic of Browning's optimism and his skilful and subtle use of language. It also
demonstrated his ability to present subjective experience through constructed narrators, a
trait that helped move his poetry out of Romanticism and into early modernism. The poet
painted death as a glorious battle that transpired after we had conquered life: “For the
journey was done and the summit attained…Though a battle‟s to fight ere the guerdon be
gained” and “Guerdon” means “reward”. Thus we must triumph over death in order to
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achieve our final peace. The author didn‟t want death to merely let him past; he was eager
to fight, wanted to “taste the whole of it,” because it meant he would enjoy his victory that
much more. He wanted to be like “the heroes of old.” Browning explained that, in an
instant, the terrified prospect that was death was over, and led to “the best,” the afterlife, for
those that were willing to face death. As Browning said, the end result was something worth
fighting for. He imagined it as reuniting with his wife, who had passed away. All the tumult
that surrounded the battle with death soon “changed,” evolved into a “peace,” then into “a
light” that guided us, finally, to our loved ones. To Browning, death might have been a
battle, but it was one that was over quickly, and which ended with such an amazing reward
that it was worth enduring. The content of Prospice compared the speakers impending death
to a climbing mountain, and being a soldier in war. It conveyed an image of a courageous
man embracing death, and what God had planned for him without fear. Browning began by
asking the audience if they thought he had feared death; compared it to the elements. The
fog in his throat was making it hard to breathe as he ascended the mountain. The cold rush
of wind signified that he was nearing the top of the mountain- the final hour of death. As he
approached he saw death waiting at his lookout point but he did not hesitate to go forward.
He was strong enough to submit without a fight, because he had reached the top of the
mountain, and allowed his guard to be let down. Even though it was necessary to fight the
battle before the final award was received. The speaker was always a fighter. The speaker
would hate to have lived his life being blind to and avoiding death, pretending that it would
never happen. He wanted to see and know all of it, even the grotesque aspects, and face it
like his fellow soldiers in their heroic manner. He would bear the pain in his death in order
to balance the pain he escaped through out.
Conclusion: No one had ever been dead and returned to give a clear account about what
death was really like making death remain unknown. Man's nature made him fear what he
did not understand and could not control. It was difficult to state that near-death experience
came close to what a death experience was because it remained a blank for people. We
could never knew what death was exactly unless we were dead, thus, the living could never
fully understand it. Having only a semblance of control over it, it was difficult to not fear it.
People's primary response to death was avoidance. It was not a pleasant topic of
conversation and it was rarely discussed. It was usually discussed in academic terms. Death
created discomfort in every personal discussion. It was much easier to talk about death in
terms of other people rather than one's own. Death and dying had received much attention
particularly in its scientific and religious aspects. Many people who had suffered a loss had
shared many of their perspectives about it which helped developed the core concepts of
death. Death was unique. Therefore each individual's experience was unique. Death
Anxiety-Most ideas of death were negative and disturbing. Images of death produced
feelings of fear and anxiety. Many people were afraid of dying more than death itself.
Relatively speaking, there were just as many ways of dying as there were many ways of
living. This was because dying was influenced by the living. Death Denial-Many people
were greatly habituated to denying death that when it appeared they were caught entirely by
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surprise. They tend to miss out on the extraordinary opportunity for peace and resolution
that came with the dying trajectory as they were overwhelmed and confused when faced by
it. Death denial permeated people in many various ways. It strongly influenced the choices
they made (Coberly). Death Acceptance-Acceptance of death involved willingness to let go
and detach one's self from events and things which one used to value. Acceptance having a
positive acceptance included the recognition of the spiritual connection. People who had
truly accepted death had a transcendental reality and the vision of sharing spiritual life with
people they loved for all eternity (Wong). Acceptance of death began with confrontation.
Social Perception of Death-Society appeared to have eliminated death from vocabulary. The
present society promoted happiness and material possession. Any divergence from these
priorities was deemed to be problematic or unnatural. However, this society was also
predominated with violence. According to Pope John Paul II, modernity had given birth to a
culture of death.
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